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SALES CONTACTS

Austin Viramontes
Director of Sales & Estimating

(510) 363-7146

(510) 562-6182

aviramontes@bayviewservices.com

Rich Cook
Sales Manager | Northern California

510-562-6181

510-562-6182

rcook@bayviewservices.com

"There’s more to demolition than just

tearing things apart. We understand the

technical aspects involved in the process

based on our extensive experience, and

look to mitigate potential exposures

proactively. Every demolition job involves

problem solving, and we take great pride

in our ability to complete multifaceted

projects in a safe and efficient manner.”

Austin Viramontes, Director of Sales & Estimating

Bayview Demolition

Let Us Break It Down

Bayview Demolition provides interior and exterior demolition services – satisfying stringent performance

requirements. We will meet your demolition needs with strong management controls, financial security, large

bonding capacities, and a history of proven successful field operations, in compliance with all government

regulations.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Interior Demolition Exterior Demolition

Specialty Demolition Saw-Cutting

Concrete Demolition

Electrical Demolition

Make-Ready Demolition

Mechanical Equipment Demolition

Plumbing Demolition

Tenant Improvement

Concrete Demolition

Roofing & Equipment Demolition

Siding Removal

Site-Work Demolition

Window Demolition

Atrium Opening

Large Mechanical Systems Demolition

Mezzanine

Seismic Retrofit Demolition

Structural Retrofit Demolition

Structural Steel Demolition

Surface Preparation Demolition

Coring

Elevator/Shaft/Stairwell Opening Demolition

Slab Demolition

Window/Wall Openings
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SALES CONTACTS

Austin Viramontes
Director of Sales & Estimating

(510) 363-7146

(510) 562-6182

aviramontes@bayviewservices.com

Rich Cook
Sales Manager | Northern California

510-562-6181

510-562-6182

rcook@bayviewservices.com

I believe that Bayview is the most capable

and reliable contractor in the industry. We

are able to handle the wide array of

environmental challenges that occur

during construction and demolition

projects. Our unique ability to remediate

whatever comes up sets us apart.

Peter Warren, Director of Operations

Bayview Environmental

Let Us Take the Risks

Bayview Environmental provides hazardous-material remediation services — from immediate-response scenarios to

large-scale projects. Staff are trained and certified to execute all phases of state-of-the-art programs for maximum

safety and efficiency. We are on-call, day and night, to quickly handle any critical questions or needs.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Facility Remediation Services Biohazard Remediation Services

Environmental Services

Asbestos Remediation

Lead Remediation

Polychlorinated Biphenyl (“PCB”) Remediation

Removal and Disposal of Contaminated Soils

Underground Storage Tank Removal

Bird Excrement Removal

Lab Closures

Mold Remediation

Rodent Excrement Removal

Emergency Response Services

Mechanical Filtration Decontamination

Negative Pressure Enclosure Systems

Shrink-Wrapping Services

Surface Removal Abrasive Blasting
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SALES CONTACTS

Shane Pickett
Division Manager (Industrial)

(510) 542-6633

(510) 562-6182

spickett@bayviewservices.com

Environmental issues are as complex as

they are diverse. Bayview Industrial

recognizes the needs of our clients. We

offer the safest and most effective

solutions to their environmental

challenges, while ensuring compliance to

current regulations. Providing this level of

service allows our customers to always

maintain efficient operations.

Shane Pickett, Division Manager

Bayview Industrial

Let Us Keep It Going

Bayview Industrial provides cleaning, maintenance, and transportation services — from hazardous materials

remediation to process system decontamination.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Facility Environmental Cleaning and Maintenance

Services

Industrial Cleaning

Facility Closures

Liquid Recovery

Tank Cleaning

Tank Removal

Process Systems Decontamination

Surface Decontamination

Lab Packing

Waste Consolidation

Transportation and Disposal of Hazardous Materials
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1400 Fashion Island

1400 Fashion Island Blvd, San Mateo

LEED-compliant renovation demolition

of 10 floors.

CLIENT/OWNER

Phase3 Real Estate Partners

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

DURATION

4 Months

COMPLETION DATE

October 2022

CONTRACT VALUE

$1,800,000

PROJECT SIZE

200,000 Sqft.

CREW SIZE

22

* Project Code: 22634

PROJECT SUMMARY

Bayview continues its partnership with XL Construction and Phase3 Real Estate

Partners on the Genesis Fashion Island renovation. Phase3 delivers premier research-

ready life science environments for tomorrow’s technology. We are proud to be

selected again as their go-to demolition and abatement subcontractor. The Genesis

1400 Fashion Island will revitalize and repurpose the building into a ±200,000 RSF of

Class A life science research space in the heart of San Francisco’s Peninsula.

Coordination of multiple tasks is the challenge on this project. With an aggressive

schedule, there is no room for error. Scope of work includes interior demolition to

bring the building to a shell, hazardous materials abatement, sawcutting the concrete

slab for a new service elevator & MEP penetrations and exterior hard demolition. Our

strategic partnership with XL Construction has heightened our understanding of their

expectations when performing life-science lab conversions of older buildings. We

have streamlined our processes and found innovative ways to coordinate multiple

tasks concurrently in order to meet the aggressive schedule. As a trade partner, we

value XL’s commitment to sustainability and exceed their recycling requirements

through on-site source separating and partnership with recycling facilities throughout

the country.

The value of this strategic partnership and collaboration flows through Bayview and

makes us a stronger team player. Our project manager and operations team have

familiarity with the expectations and project scope, our workers receive reinforcement

on our commitment to safety and efficiency, and most of all take pride in their work. At

the end of the project, we don’t have anything beautiful to show for our efforts, but
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our team takes great pride in knowing we provided a clean slate and empty canvas

for the innovative design and vision of our partners.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS

Commercial

Educational & Institutional

Healthcare

Demolition
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4300 N. First Street

4300 North First Street, San Jose

Soft and hard demolition at a three-

story commercial building.

CLIENT/OWNER

Google Midpoint

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

DURATION

3 Months

COMPLETION DATE

April 2022

CONTRACT VALUE

$1,590,000

PROJECT SIZE

190,000 Sqft

CREW SIZE

22

* Project Code: 21700

PROJECT SUMMARY

This project consisted of soft and hard demolition, Bayview removed and disposed of

selective full height and ceiling height drywall partitions, carpet flooring, ceiling tile

and grid deck insulation, detailed main deck clips, disassembled and disposed of

office cubicles.

Most of the soft demo was removed by utilizing hand tools to minimize any damage to

items that are to remain. Also as part of our base contract Bayview will saw cut and

dice concrete slab into 3’x3’ sections about 19,000 square feet and to be offloaded

with bob cats. The roof demo scope included the removal of box car units with a

weight capacity of 30K each and 60’ long.  These units will be unbolted and rigged to

be lifted with a large crane.  The same procedure will apply to remove an existing

3000 SF steel platform, miscellaneous ductwork and penthouse finishes.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS

Commercial Demolition
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J Street Medical Buildings

Sacramento, CA

Demolition work associated with a

phased renovation project of a six-story

office tower and three-story parking

garage.

CLIENT/OWNER

Kaiser Health Foundation

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

DURATION

20 Months

COMPLETION DATE

March 2017

CONTRACT VALUE

$3,947,000

PROJECT SIZE

150,000 Sqft

CREW SIZE

30 workers

* Project Code: 15630

PROJECT SUMMARY

This project at a six-story office tower and three-story parking garage was performed

in multiple phases. The scope of work included the soft demo of all interior finishes,

walls, ceilings, and flooring. The phase was followed by the complete removal of all

HVAC mechanical equipment including chillers, heating units, cooling tower, duct

work, fans, and blowers. All electrical and plumbing systems were completely

removed. There also was a hard demo package that included wall openings in

concrete, new shaft openings, and the removal of concrete walkways and concrete

curbs within the parking structure. The final phase of the project involved a complete

scaffold system being installed around the exterior of the building and all exterior

siding, including all glass windows being removed from the structure.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS

Commercial

Office Buildings & Tenant Interiors

Demolition

Environmental
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One Montgomery Vaults

1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, CA

94104

Demolition of multiple steel-lined

concrete vaults and abatement of

asbestos flooring and lead painted

plaster within basement of historic

bank.

CLIENT/OWNER

REDCO Development LLC

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

DURATION

2 Months

COMPLETION DATE

December 2020

CONTRACT VALUE

$1,300,000

PROJECT SIZE

13,000 Sqft

CREW SIZE

24

* Project Code: 20665 (20195)

PROJECT SUMMARY

1 Montgomery was a unique project for both Bayview Environmental and Bayview

Demolition.

It included the abatement of asbestos floor tile, lead containing plaster walls and lead

paint from the steel lining within multiple vaults. Bayview demolition then demolished

the vaults themselves from within the basement of the historic bank building.

Challenges included suppling airflow to accommodate the machinery required for

demolition, and constricted access for material movement.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS

Commercial Demolition

Environmental
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Parnassus UCSF

401 Parnassus Avenue San Francisco

Abatement and soft demolition of 5

story building at UCSF Medical Center.

CLIENT/OWNER

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

FERMA, Herrero, Boldt, Webcor

DURATION

10 Months

COMPLETION DATE

October 2023

CONTRACT VALUE

$4,016,182

PROJECT SIZE

118,000 Sqft

CREW SIZE

20

* Project Code: 22197

PROJECT SUMMARY

The project at 401 Parnassus Ave. involves the phased abatement and soft demolition

of a 5-story medical office building, Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute (LPPI), located

at the main UCSF medical center campus. The building will eventually be completely

demolished, and a new hospital will be constructed in its place. The initial phase of

work involved the abatement of exterior support buildings outside LPPI prior to

demolition by Ferma (completed Summer 2022), creating space for a laydown area.

Bayview is currently working on Phase 1 scope inside LPPI which includes building

containments and removing wall, floor, and ceiling finishes, while the building is

partially occupied by patients and staff. Phase 2 will begin around May of 2023 and

will involve abatement and soft demolition of all remaining areas of the building not

accessible during Phase 1.

The crew is doing a great job on Phase 1, working through the challenges of

performing abatement and demo in an occupied medical building. The crew has been

flexible with working hours in order to limit the impact on building staff and patients.

Thanks go out to the Bayview team for their support on the project thus far. The team

includes Estimator, Martin Ledesma; Superintendent, Erick Ledesma; General

Foreman, Rafa Gama; Foreman, Felipe Ceja; Foreman, Fernando Ibanez; Safety

Manager, Abraham Parra; Site-Safety Representative, Edgar Ledesma; and the entire

crew of hard-working men and women. There is still a long way to go on this project,

but recognition is deserved for the field team who continue to work safely and

productively in a challenging environment.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS
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Commercial

Educational & Institutional

Healthcare

Demolition

Environmental
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San Onofre Power
Generating Station

San Onofre, CA

Abatement of 27 miles of asbestos

braided cables and cleaning of the

370,000 sq.ft. power generating facility.

CLIENT/OWNER

Southern California Edison

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

SONGS Decommissioning Solutions a Joint

Venture

DURATION

10 Months

COMPLETION DATE

December 2020

CONTRACT VALUE

$7,700,000

PROJECT SIZE

370,000 Sqft

CREW SIZE

30

* Project Code: 19287A

PROJECT SUMMARY

Bayview Environmental Services completed the asbestos cable abatement at the San

Onofre Power Generating Station for its Decommissioning.

This project involved several challenges including extremely stringent access

requirements, additional environmental hazardous training, protocols and PPE, difficult

work area access due to elevated and congested infrastructure as well as stringent

COVID-19 procedures.

The scope of work consisted of the removal and packaging for disposal of 27 miles of

asbestos braided cables that are found throughout the plant and included the

cleaning of asbestos surface dust from the 370,000 square foot facility. The contract

was valued at over $7.7 million dollars and was completed on schedule.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS

Industrial Environmental
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Stanford Herrin Lab/Hall

Palo Alto, CA

Science Building laboratory

decontamination, hazardous material

abatement and interior demolition.

CLIENT/OWNER

Stanford University

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Whiting Turner / FERMA

DURATION

11 Months

COMPLETION DATE

January 2021

CONTRACT VALUE

$2,983,630

PROJECT SIZE

175,000 Sqft

CREW SIZE

40

* Project Code: 19440

PROJECT SUMMARY

This was a multifaceted remediation project that included laboratory decontamination,

hazardous material abatement of Asbestos, Lead and PCBs as well as soft demolition.

Bayview Environmental Services ultimately cleared both buildings of all impacted

materials to prepare it for complete demolition by Ferma Corp.

The remediation scope included the precleaning and decontamination of all lab

space, counter tops, fume hoods and ventilation systems, the removal of asbestos

containing fireproofing, drywall and joint compound, flooring, and associated mastics

as well as the removal of PCB impacted ballasts, caulking and other impacted

substrates. This was a unique project that was completed under the challenging and

ever evolving COVID -19 social distancing requirements and protocols.

INDUSTRY DIVISIONS

Commercial

Educational & Institutional

Demolition

Environmental

Industrial
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Project Team

Organizational Chart

 Sales & Estimating

 Safety

 Operations

Marvin J.
Henderson
PRESIDENT

Rich Cook
SALES MANAGER |

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Peter Warren
DIRECTOR OF

OPERATIONS

Alfredo

Navarro
ESTIMATOR / PROJECT

MANAGER

John Trenev
DIRECTOR OF SAFETY

Manuel

Ledesma
PROJECT ENGINEER |

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Daniel

Ledesma
GENERAL

SUPERINTNEDENT

Vivienne

Nishimura
ESTIMATOR / PROJECT

MANAGER

Martin

Ledesma
ESTIMATOR / PROJECT

MANAGER

Abraham Parra
SAFETY MANAGER

Geisell Orozco
CONTRACT ADMIN.

MANAGER | NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

TBD
GENERAL FOREMAN
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TESTIMONIALS

I just had Bayview demoing for us at 101 Cal . We started with

soft demo during the week to open ceiling tiles and removal of

carpet . They ran a crew of 6 guys for this soft demo and this

help our electrical safeoff with no down time 

Jumping into the night work they ran a successful 15 man crew

with 2 trucks to haulout debris both making 2 trips each . Bottom

line they met our schedule with NO BS

Brenden Godsoe/Superintendent 

Skyline Construction

I wanted to thank you for priorities safety and taking the proper

steps for your team on site. Your crew worked safely and

communicated any concerns immodestly. Tony was available to

perform Pre-work safety walks and prepare the plan of action. In

addition, I was happy to see your safety Manager on site as work

was being completed. Thank you so much and look forward to

continuing to work safely.

Belen Verduzco / Superintedenent 

Turner Construction

"From the safety stand point I can not be more pleased. I was

impressed with your crews operation and attention to detail.

Please pass on to your team here at Google Crossman my

appreciation for their support and effort to keep both themselves

and the jobsite safe as it is greatly appreciated."

Brent Dickinson/Safety Engineer 

XL Construction

"First off let me start by saying the 10 man crew that is currently

performing the demo at HP is doing an excellent job. This project

demands quite a bit from your team and so far every single one

of them is meeting our expectations. Its not only R&S noticing

but HP as well. They walk the job site on a daily basis and I have

heard nothing but praise for your guys."

Edgar A. Alvarez/Safety Coordinator 

Rudolph and Sletten
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D E MO L I T I O N

E N V I R O N M E N TA L

I N D U S T R I A L

Learn more about us and our

success stories online at:

www.bayviewservices.com

Northern California

(510) 562-6181

Southern California

(213) 419-5431 bayviewservices.com

https://www.bayviewservices.com/?utm_source=proposal-builder&utm_medium=package
https://www.bayviewservices.com/?utm_source=proposal-builder&utm_medium=package

